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HIGHLIGHTS

“SALUTE TO THE DAWN” TOMORROW AT
CIAMPEDÌE

In case of bad weather the event at Ciampedìe (in the pic) will be cancelled.

The phenomena of rising and dropping sun which turns red the majestic
peaks of Dolomites is called “Enrosadira” by Ladin people and it is a
real show of nature. To celebrate this fascinating occurrence on
Thursday 27th at Ciampedìe Prà Martin (panoramic terrace above Vigo)
at 6 in the morning the “Salute to the dawn” takes place. The new day is
welcomed accompanied by the music of “Modern Saxophone Quartet”
and followed by the Mass held by don Giovanni Severi. Prà Martin is
easily reachable by cable car Vigo-Ciampedìe (exceptionally open from
4.30 am) and 15 minutes walking. Round Ticket 10€ (one way 8.50€)
including cable car and concert, info Catinaccio cable car tel. 0462
763242. Panoramapass not valid.

Today in the valley
MUSHROOMS DISPLAY

Itineraries
FROM SORAGA TO BARBIDE AND THE CENTRE OF TAMION

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PIAZ J.B. MASSAR SQUARE - VIGO 10AM-12PM
AND 5PM-7PM

This easy walk starts from the centre of Soraga: take the streets
Strada del Cioch and Strada de Barbida, and you will arrive at the
area bearing the same name. Got to the little Church, take the
little street on the right, pass beyond a bow vault and then turn left
upwards to the mountain. Go straight on and then right, ascending
through wood and pastures, until you come to a plain with a larch
and firewood. A very nice panoramic point over Soraga, Moena and
Tamion is here upward on the left. Proceed going ahead in the
curvy path that brings you to a centenary larch wood. Beyond an
ancient barn burnt by sun, you enter Tamion hamlet. Here you find
two fountains, where you can get fresh. When you reach the centre
of the hamlet, go back along the same route.

More than 200 species of mushrooms on display, organized by the
Circolo Scopoli from Cavalese (Val di Fiemme).

“FEST BIER TIROLER” SO MUCH FUN!
VILLAGE CENTRE – CAMPITELLO 9 P.M.

Music and shopping throughout the village centre.

SOUNDS AND IMAGES OF LATEMÀR
TOWN HALL - VIGO 9 P.M.

The geologist Giulia Zanoni explains with music and images the
mountain group of Latemar.

The complete schedule of events is available in the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
AUGUST 27 8.30 A.M. – CANAZEI

AROUND THE MOUNATIN DAIRIES
DISCOVERING BEAUTIFUL LANDSCAPES AND GENUINE FOOD AT
MALGA CONTRIN. (PAID EXCURSION).
AUGUST 27 9 A.M. - MOENA

TOUR LUSIA AND PANEVEGGIO MTB
BEAUTIFUL RIDE ACROSS WOODS AND MEADOWS WITH THE GUIDE.
ENROLMENTS: SPORT CHECK POINT (PAID ACTIVITY).
AUGUST 27 9.30 A.M. - POZZA

Did you know that...
Among the most important linguists who studied the Ladin
language, Graziadio Isaia Ascoli, professor of Università degli
Studi in Milano (who died with the title of life’s senator with
linguistic merits) played an important role for the study of the
subject. Ascoli published in 1873 the "Archivio glottologico
Italiano". In the first volume of the monumental work there’s also
"Saggi Ladini", that – together with the previous works by the
Austrian Chrstian Schneller – triggered confrontation, often
polemic for nationalistic reasons: at the time the Ladin was one of
the most intriguing subjects.

NORDIC WALKING!

NORDIC WALKING LESSON IN THE VALLAGE SURROUNDINGS.
ENROLMENTS: SPORT CHECK POINT (PAID ACTIVITY).

Initiatives reserved to guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment) enrolments required by the previous day at the Tourist Offices .
Activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board
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